Office of the Tribunal
215 N. Westnedge Street, Kalamazoo MI 49007-3760; 269-903-0215

RADICAL SANATION AFFIDAVIT QUESTIONNAIRE
Each affiant is to be interviewed separately by the parish minister, who will record the responses and witness the
affiant’s signature. TWO affidavit questionnaires for either party are to be completed.

Testimony of a Knowledgeable Affiant on behalf of

_________________________________________________________________,
whose (civil) marriage is under consideration for the radical Sanation by the Diocesan Bishop.
Please Note: Several of the following questions refer to his/her freedom to marry at the time of the (civil
celebration of marriage outside the Catholic Church.
1.

Your Name: ______________________________________________________________________

2. Your Address: _____________________________________________________________________
(Street)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

3. How long have you known the person whose name appears above? ___________________________
4. Has this person ever been baptized? ________ If so, in what religion? ________________________
Approximately when? _____________________ Where? ___________________________________
5. With the exception of the CURRENT (civil) marriage of this person, has s/he ever contracted or attempted
another marriage with any other person?
NO
YES*
(* Please use additional paper to provide details if more than one marriage is involved)

6. For any marriage referred to in n.5, was there ever a validation of the marriage before a Roman Catholic
clergyman or by other ecclesiastical authority?
NO
YES
7. Are you aware of any other obstacle or impediment which may have prevented a valid (genuine) marriage
from taking place at the time of the (civil) celebration of his/her current union, which it to be validated (i.e. apart
from the lack of form)?
NO
YES
8. At the time of the (civil) celebration of his/her current union, did this person intend: a) to enter a marriage that
is for life?

NO

YES

b) to accept the obligation of fidelity?

his/her partner the right to normal sexual relation at all reasonable times?

NO

YES

NO

YES

c) to give

9. Was there any external force/pressure exerted on either party to enter the current (civil) union to be validated?
NO
YES
10. Has this person thus far been mentally and physically able to live a normal married life?
NO
YES
11. At the present time would your answers to qq 7, 8, and 9 be the same?

NO

YES

_______________________________________ __________________________________________
Signature of Affiant (under oath)
Signature of Clergyman/Pastoral Minister
_______________________________________
Date

__________________________________________
Date

